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CALL FOR CHAPTERS 

Proposals Submission Deadline: May 15, 2019 

Full Chapters Submission: September 30, 2019 

  

“Multiple Criteria Decision Models in Supply Chain Management” 

A book edited by Fouad Ben Abdelaziz and Hatem Masri 

To be published by Springer Springer under the Series “Multiple Criteria Decision Making” 

 

Introduction  

This volume aims to report recent developments and applications of Multiple Criteria Decision Aid 

models in Supply Chain Management field. It includes methods and procedures designed to manage 

the chain of supplies using multiple objective mathematical programming models as well as other 

quantitative multiple criteria decision models. The target is to offer researchers and practitioners an 

exposure on how multiple criteria decision aid contributed to the supply chain management area. 

 

Objectives  

• A volume that is easy to read with a focus on multiple criteria decision aid models for the 

problems related to supply chain management.  

• Provide young researchers and practioners with the basis to use multiple criteria decision aid 

models to manage the chain of supplies.  

• Short, precise and concise volume with an up-to-date information about MCDM techniques 

in the field of supply chain management.   

 

Target Audience  

This book seeks to offer academics and practitioners a refreshed and an enhanced view of 

theoretical and empirical research ideas in Multiple Criteria Decision Making in Supply Chain 

Management. 
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Publisher  

This book is scheduled to be published by Springer under the Edited Series Multiple Criteria Decision 

Making. For additional information regarding the publisher, please visit www.springer.com. This 

publication is anticipated to be released in the first quarter of 2020. 

 

Recommended topics include, but are not limited to, the following:  

• Multiple Criteria Decision Aid in Supply Chain Management 

• Multiple Objective Programming in Supply Chain Management 

• Multiple Objective Stochastic Programming in Supply Chain Management 

• Fuzzy and uncertain MCDA models in Supply Chain Management 

• Other MCDM techniques in Supply Chain Management 

 

Submission Procedure  

Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit on or before May 15, 2019, a 1-2-page chapter 

proposal clearly explaining the mission and concerns of his or her proposed chapter. Authors of 

accepted proposals will be notified on or before May 30, 2019 about the status of their proposals 

and sent chapter guidelines. Full chapters are expected to be submitted by September 30, 2019. All 

submitted chapters will be reviewed on a double-blind review basis. Contributors may also be 

requested to serve as reviewers for this project.  

  

Important Dates  

May 15, 2019: Proposal Submission Deadline  

May 30, 2019: Notification of Acceptance  

September 30, 2019: Full Chapter Submission  

November 15, 2019: Review Results to Authors  

December 31, 2019: Revised Chapter Submission  

January 31, 2020: Final Acceptance Notifications  
 

Inquiries and submissions can be forwarded electronically to:  

 
Prof. Fouad Ben Abdelaziz  

NEOMA Business School  

Email: Fouad.BEN.ABDELAZIZ@neoma-bs.fr  

Dr. Hatem Masri 

University of Bahrain  

Email: hmasri@uob.edu.bh  
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